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  1. What is wakeboarding?

A surface water sport

An action sport

A team sport with the ball

2. When was wakeboarding founded in?

1977

1946

1980

3. What was wakeboarding called originally?

Water Skiing

Skurfing

Surfing

4. Who invented the term "wakeboarding"?

Paul Fraser

Bruce McKee

Mitchell Ross

5. Which of the following is not a wakeboarding maneuver?

Ollie

Blind Pete
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Half Cab

6. Which of the following is a wakeboarding maneuver?

Nose Grab

360 Flip

KGB

7. What is Skeezer trick?

Heelside backroll frontside 180

Toeside front flip backside 180

Switch stance crow mobe

8. What is Tantrum?

A rider approaches the wake toeside and flips (or rolls) over the wake on an axis parallel to the direction of
the board, as if he/she were following it around like a continuous loop
Toeside backroll frontside 180

A rider approaches the wake heelside and back flips over the wake on an axis perpendicular to the direction
of the board

9. What is Vulcan?

S-Bend to switch landing. Heelside approach

Backside tweaked out Raley.

Tantrum with a backside 360

10. Indy is not a:

A rider spins the board 360 degrees while riding the surface of the water.

A Grab variation

When the back hand grabs the toes edge between the feet. This is normally the first grab you learn.
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Wakeboarding Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is wakeboarding?
  A surface water sport
  2. When was wakeboarding founded in?
  1946
  3. What was wakeboarding called originally?
  Skurfing
  4. Who invented the term "wakeboarding"?
  Paul Fraser
  5. Which of the following is not a wakeboarding maneuver?
  Ollie
  6. Which of the following is a wakeboarding maneuver?
  KGB
  7. What is Skeezer trick?
  Switch stance crow mobe
  8. What is Tantrum?
  A rider approaches the wake heelside and back flips over the wake on an axis perpendicular to the
direction of the board
  9. What is Vulcan?
  S-Bend to switch landing. Heelside approach
  10. Indy is not a:
  A rider spins the board 360 degrees while riding the surface of the water.
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